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Background: A disease impacts patients’ participation level in their individual and social life through
impacting their physical and mental performance. Due to the increasing prevalence of diabetes
mellitus (DM), and the importance of patients’ participation and quality of life (QOL) and the
determination of the most important aspects affected by the disease in the participation and Quality of
Life of patients with type II DM in Rafsanjan, Iran, the present study was conducted.
Materials and Methods: In this cross-sectional study, 227 patients with type II DM were assessed.
The data collection tool consisted of a 2-part questionnaire. The first part was a demographic
characteristics checklist. The second part was the Persian version of the Impact on Participation and
Autonomy (IPA-p) scale. The IPA-p scale was used to collect data on the subjects' participation in
their own life. Then, a trained individual completed the demographic checklist through interviews.
Subsequently, the subjects were asked to complete the IPA-p scale.The collected data were analyzed
in SPSS software. Statistical tests such as t-test and ANOVA were used to compare the obtained
means.
Results: The highest level of participation was observed in the age group of 30-49 years, and
participation was higher in men, single individuals, and individuals with a good economic status.
Conclusions: The results of the present study suggested the presence of a statistically significant
relationship between the participation of patients with type II DM and individual, social, economic
factors. Thus, this disease causes a reduction in their participation in different life aspects, and
therefore, causes a reduction in QOL. With the consideration of the long-term course of the disease,
taking measures to improve individuals’ participation level seems necessary.
Keywords: Participation, Quality of Life, Type 2 Diabetes

Introduction
The first step in the improvement of health is
the measurement of the existing level of
health. One of the best recognized ways of
health level measurement is the evaluation of
the quality of life (QOL). This concept is
usually accompanied with the concepts of
disability and impairment and is used as a
suitable indicator in the evaluation of health
status, especially in individuals with chronic
diseases (1-3). According to the World Health
Organization Quality of Life (WHOQOL)
Group, QOL is individuals’ understanding of
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their circumstances regarding the prevailing
value-based and cultural systems which* are
correlated with the life goals, expectations,
criteria,
interests,
presupposition,
and
standards (4, 5). However, there is no
consensus on the definition of QOL and many
researchers believe that this concept is
multidimensional. There a three important
components (physical, mental, and social
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performance) in life which must be taken into
consideration in the evaluation of QOL (6).
The term QOL has been frequently used
during the past 25 years; however, its meaning
is still unclear and its evaluation methods
differ from one study to the next. In a study
conducted in 1999, the researchers defined
QOL as that which the patient expresses (7). A
discussion on QOL is in fact a discussion on
the good and bad issues in an individuals’ life.
The concept of QOL refers to the essence of
an individual’s life, and the ability to maintain
or even improve the quality of living (8).
Nevertheless, one of the weaknesses of this
indicator is that the concept of QOL is
assessed subjectively, and this significantly
decreases the accuracy of the results. As a
result, that which has been measure as the
level of QOL is impacted by the individual’s
emotions and will present different results for
the same status under different circumstances.
Thus, it seems that another indicator and
concept which does not include negatively
charged concepts such as impairment and
which can evaluate the health status of
individuals through a less subjectively and
more tangible and objective manner is
required. Therefore, the participation index has
been introduced during the present decade.
The concept of participation is defined as the
individual’s independence and autonomy in
performing individual and social roles and
responsibilities (9).
The WHO has defined participation as the
degree of involvement of an individual in life
issues with the consideration of health status,
physical and structural performance, ability to
perform tasks, and other underlying factors
(10). The concept of participation also
encompasses different aspects of the life of the
individual and can affect these aspects in
accordance with the health status of the
individual. For example, limitation in physical
movement ability can impact the individual’s
autonomy, participation in activities such as
recreational activities, and type of occupation
(4).
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On the other hand, one the main health issues
of developed and developing societies in the
present era is the high incidence and
prevalence of diabetes mellitus (DM).
Economic burden of disease is not the only
important issue; the physical and mental
burden of disease on patients and their families
cannot be overlooked. Previous studies have
shown that almost all aspects of the life of
individuals can be affected by DM and result
in reduced satisfaction, QOL, and participation
in daily life (11, 12). DM is prevalent in both
developing and developed countries. Due to
extensive changes in lifestyle (increased
urbanization and elderly population, decreased
physical exercise, and variation in dietary
patterns), the number of individuals with DM
is increasing. According to the most recent
report by the International Diabetes Federation
(IDF), more than 382 million individuals had
DM in 2014, and this number has been
predicted to reach 592 million individuals by
2035 (13). According to this report, currently,
more than 4.5 million individuals have DM in
Iran, and this number is expected to reach 8.4
million individuals by 2035 (13). Moreover,
the prevalence of DM was estimated as 8.34%
in Iran in 2014. The burden of DM and its
complications due to increased number of
patients and premature death is of great
importance. In 2013, 1 individual died every 6
seconds due to DM and the cost of DM care
and treatment has been estimated to be 584
milliard dollars (13). The long-term
complications of DM include retinal damage
and loss of sight, kidney damage and renal
failure, peripheral nerve damage and risk of
foot ulcers, amputation, and autonomic nerve
damage which results in gastrointestinal,
genitourinary, and cardiovascular symptoms,
and sexual dysfunction. Increased rate of
atherosclerosis and cardiovascular, peripheral
arterial, and cerebrovascular disease incidence
is observed in patients with DM. Increased
blood pressure and lipoprotein metabolism
disorders are frequently observed in patients
with DM (14). Thus, numerous tools have
been designed to measure the QOL of patients
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with DM and determine the main aspects
affected by DM (15). The determination of
these aspects provides the necessary data for
planning for QOL improvement and the
participation level of patients. In the present
study, the effect of type II DM was evaluated
on the level of participation of patients in
different aspects of their life. The aim of the
present study was to determine the main
aspects affected by type II DM in patients’
lives in Rafsanjan, Iran, in 2016.
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Material and Methods
This descriptive study was conducted during
the first 6 months of 2016. First, all patients
with type II DM who had a medical record at
Ali-ibn Abi Talib Hospital in Rafsanjan were
determined. Their disease had been approved
by internal specialists and endocrinologists
through clinical methods. The participants
were randomly selected and asked to
participate in the study. From among the 4000
patients with type II DM in this clinic, 300
individuals were selected based on the sample
volume equation (Equation 1).
n = (zs/d)2 (Equation 1)
Of those invited to take part in the study, 37
individuals were not willing to participate in
the study; therefore, the study was conducted
on 227 patients.
The data collection tool consisted of a 2-part
questionnaire. The first part was a
demographic
characteristics
checklist
including age, gender, socioeconomic status
[based on monthly income (poor: below 700
thousand toman, average: between 700
thousand toman and 2 million toman,
good:above 2 million toman)], marital status,
education, and duration of illness. The second
part was the Persian version of the Impact on
Participation and Autonomy (IPA-p) scale.
The IPA-p scale was used to collect data on
the subjects’ participation in their own life.
The questionnaire is scores based on a 5-point
Likert scale (very well, good, average, poor,
and very poor). It should be noted that the
study method and goals were explained to all
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subjects and they were asked to complete the
questionnaire if they wished.
The IPA-p scale was first designed by Cardol
et al. in Dutch. It is one of the most important
questionnaires used to evaluate the degree of
participation in life among individuals with
chronic diseases. Its reliability and validity
have been repeatedly approved by researchers
(19, 16). It should be noted that the reliability
and validity of the IPA-p scale have been
approved for Persian speakers with multiple
sclerosis (MS) by Vazirinejad et al. (17). They
obtained a Spearman's correlation coefficient
of higher than 0.8 and a Cronbach’s alpha of
0.86-0.91 (17).
This questionnaire consists of 10 subscales.
The first subscale is related to mobility and
contains 10 questions regarding the
individual’s level of mobility (with or without
the help of others or use of devices). The
second subscale is related to self-care
(personal care) and consists of 6 questions.
The third subscale is related to household tasks
and family roles, contains 7 questions, and
assesses the impact of the health status and
inability of the patient on performing these
tasks and roles. The forth subscale consists of
2 questions on spending money. The fifth
subscale comprises 2 questions on leisure. The
sixth subscale is related to social relations and
consists of 8 questions. The seventh subscale
contains 6 questions on paid and voluntary
work. The eighth subscale is related to
education and learning and contained 2
questions. The 2 questions in the ninth
subscale, related to assistance and support of
others, assess the patient’s opportunities to
assist and support other family members,
neighbors, or friends. The tenth subscale
contains 5 questions regarding playing a role
in religious affairs. The final question reached
a general conclusion regarding the previous
questions of the IPA-p scale.
The subjects received sufficient information
on the method and goals of the study. Then, a
trained individual completed the demographic
checklist through interviews in a quite
environment (the clinic). Subsequently, the
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subjects were asked to complete the IPA-p
scale.
Scoring was performed based on the
instructions of the tool itself. The collected
data were analyzed in SPSS software (version
22, IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA).
Statistical tests such as t-test and ANOVA
were used to compare the obtained means.
Results
The subjects of the present study consisted of
227 individuals; 115 (50.7%) women and 112
(49.3%) men. The participants’ age ranged
between 31 and 90 years with a mean of 54.06
± 12.20 years. In terms of marital status, 222
(97.8%) individuals were married and the
remaining subjects were single.
The results showed that, based on the IPA-p
scale, the participation score of 53.7% of

subjects in the dimension of mobility was
higher than the average score. Moreover, the
score of 30.8%, 50.2%, 30%, 56.8%, 29.1%,
91.6%, 76.2%, 76.2%, and 51.1%, 26% of the
subjects in the dimensions of self-care,
household tasks and family roles, spending
money, leisure, social relations, paid and
voluntary work, education and learning,
assistance and support of others, and playing a
role in religious affairs, respectively, were
higher than the average score. The results
suggested a statistically significant relationship
between age and degree of participation in all
dimensions (P < 0.001). The highest
participation score was related to the age
group of 30-49 years (Table1).

Table 1: Frequency distribution of the participation score of patients with type II diabetes mellitus based on age
in 2016
IPA-p subscales
(maximum score: 5)
Mobility
Self-care
Household tasks and family roles
Spending money
Leisure
Social relations
Paid and voluntary work
Education and learning
Assistance and support of others
Playing a role in religious affairs

Mean ± SD (Based on age)
30-49 years
50-69 years
> 70 years
3/65±0/50
3/90±0/43
3/66±0/52
3/35±0/49
3/15±0/56
4/05±0/46
3/11±0/92
1/49±0/57
3/11±0/51
4/28±0/43

3/16±0/49
3/54±0/27
3/17±0/43
3/05±0/41
2/71±0/46
3/83±0/28
2/72±1/01
1/52±0/55
2/67±0/46
4/12±0/30

2/81±0/69
3/18±0/60
2/82±0/61
2/60±0/47
2/56±0/62
3/54±0/46
2/00±1/22
1/26±/36
2/48±0/70
4/06±0/61

ANOVA results
F=30/659, P<0/001
F=40/400, P<0/001
F=36/062, P<0/001
F=28/038, P<0/001
F=20/283, P<0/001
F=19/380, P<0/001
F=2/018, P=0/144
F=1/609, P=0/203
F=21/757, P<0/001
F=4/722, P=0/010

IPA-p: The Persian version of the Impact on Participation and Autonomy

Furthermore, excluding the dimensions of
spending money (P = 0.012), social relations
(P = 0.020), and paid and voluntary work (P <
0.001), no difference was observed between
mean scores in terms of gender in any of the
dimensions. The degree of participation of
men was higher in the three dimensions of
spending money, social relations, and paid and
voluntary work (Table 2). Based on the results
presented in table 2, there was statistically
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significant relationship between participation
and history of illness. Except the dimensions
of spending money (P = 0.020) and social
relations (P = 0.017), no significant Difference
was observed between single and married
individuals in any of the dimensions. In the
two
abovementioned
dimensions,
the
participation of single individuals was higher
than married individuals (Table 3).
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Table 2: Frequency distribution of the participation score of patients with type II diabetes mellitus based on
gender and history of illness in 2016
Mean ± SD (Based on
Mean ± SD (Based on
IPA-p subscales
gender)
history of illness)
T-test results
T-test results
(maximum score: 5)
Female
Male
Yes
No
Mobility
3/32±0/61 3/22±0/55
t=1/312, p=0/191
3/3.±0/54 3/27±0/49
t=0/386, p=0/700
Self-care
3/59±0/49 3/63±0/36 t= -0/681, p=0/496 3/61±0/47 3/63±0/36
t=0/266, p=0/791
Household tasks and
3/32±0/61 3/42±0/48
t=1/002, p=0/318
3/20±058 3/27±0/49
t=0/308, p=0/758
family roles
Spending money
3/01±0/50 3/17±0/49 t= -2/534, p=0/012 3/13±0/51 3/09±0/48
t=0/502, p=0/616
Leisure
2/89±0/63 2/77±0/47
t=1/574, p=0/117
2/88±0/62 2/73±0/40
t=1/860, p=0/123
Social relations
Paid and voluntary
work
Education and learning
Assistance and support
of others
Playing a role in
religious affairs

3/80±0/37

3/92±0/40

t= -2/348, p=0/020

3/86±0/43

3/91±0/39

t= -0/723, p=0/471

2/09±1/15

3/29±0/46

t= -4/760, p<0/001

2/67±1/07

1/47±0/40

t= -0/096, p=0/924

1/43±0/61

1/54±0/47

t= -1/434, p=0/153

1/50±0/60

2/74±0/52

t=0/240, p=0/811

2/71±0/64

2/85±0/44

t= -1/865, p=0/064

2/82±0/60

2/74±0/5

t=0/753, p=0/453

4/15±0/42

4/17±0/36

t= -0/242, p=0/809

4/19±0/44

4/14±0/35

t=0/662, p=0/509

In addition, with the exception of the
dimension of spending money (P = 0.038), no
significant relationship was observed between
participation and severity of illness in the

dimensions. In the dimension of spending
money, the participation of patients with
controlled DM was higher than those with
uncontrolled DM (Table 3).

Table 3: Frequency distribution of the participation score of patients with type II diabetes mellitus based on
marital status and severity of disease in 2016
IPA-p subscales
(maximum score: 5)

Mean ± SD (Based on
marital status)
Spingle

Married

Mobility

3/28±1/30

3/27±0/57

Self-care

3/50±1/46

3/61±0/39

Household tasks and
family roles

3/31±1/40

3/28±0/52

Spending money

3/60±0/65

3/08±0/49

Leisure

3/10±1/24

2/83±0/53

Social relations

4/27±0/56

3/85±0/38

T-test
results
t=0/21
p=0/984
t= -0/167
p=0/875
t=0/55
p=0/959
t=2/338
p=0/020
t=0/489
p=0/650
t=2/397
p=0/017

Paid and voluntary
work
Education and learning
Assistance and support
of others
Playing a role in
religious affairs

1/12±0/48

1/49±0/54

2/90±1/14

2/78±0/54

4/08±0/83

4/16±0/38

t= -1/346
p=0/180
t=0/236
p=0/825
t= -0/222
p=0/835

Mean ± SD (Based on severity of
disease)
Controlled
Uncontrolled
diabetes
diabetes
3/28±0/57

3/19±0/66

3/63±0/42

3/51±0/46

3/30±0/53

3/17±0/60

3/13±0/45

2/94±0/59

2/86±0/52

2/69±0/66

3/88±0/38

3/78±0/44

2/87±0/99

2/21±1/16

1/50±0/57

1/38±0/37

2/81±0/53

2/64±0/67

4/17±0/42

4/11±0/24

T-test
results
t=0/836
p=0/404
t=1/499
p=0/135
t=1/309
p=0/192
t=2/086
p=0/038
t=1/708
p=0/089
t=1/363
p=0/174
t=1/584
p=0/120
t=1/196
p=0/233
t=1/680
p=0/094
t=1/164
p=0/248

*The seventh subscale (paid and voluntary work) based on marital status was eliminated due to the high number of subjects
who had not responded to this subscale.
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Table 4: Frequency distribution of the participation score of patients with type II diabetes mellitus based on
economic status in 2016
IPA-p subscales
(maximum score: 5)
Mobility
Self-care
Household tasks and
family roles
Spending money
Leisure
Social relations
Paid and voluntary
work
Education and
learning
Assistance and
support of others
Playing a role in
religious affairs

Mean ± SD Based on economic status

ANOVA results

Good

Average

Poor

3/18±0/54
3/56±0/30

3/30±0/59
3/63±0/46

3/11±0/61
3/18±0/60

F=1/329, P=0/267
F=2/237, P=0/109

3/13±0/44

3/33±0/55

3/11±0/63

F=3/292, P=0/039

3/15±0/44
2/79±0/41
3/85±0/37

3/11±0/49
2/85±0/58
3/87±0/41

2/70±0/53
2/73±0/59
3/71±0/12

F=5/319, P=0/006
F=0/410, P=0/664
F=1/306, P=0/273

3/44±0/31

2/53±1/08

1/50±0/00

F=5/718, P=0/006

1/65±0/62

1/45±0/52

1/25±0/26

F=3/224, P=0/042

2/89±0/39

2/77±0/59

2/56±0/54

F=2/061, P=0/130

4/17±0/38

4/15±0/40

4/16±0/39

F=0/046, P=0/955

No significant relationship was observed
between participation and economic status in
the dimensions, except the dimensions of
household tasks and family roles (P = 0.039),
spending money and paid and voluntary works
(P = 0.006), and education and learning (P =
0.042). In these dimensions, the participation
of subjects with a good economical status was
higher (Table 4).
There was no significant Relationship between
the participation score and occupational status

of the subjects, except in the dimensions of
spending money (P = 0.012), social relations
(P = 0.049), paid and voluntary work (P <
0.001), and education and learning (P <
0.001). The highest level of participation in the
dimensions of spending money, social
relations, paid and voluntary work, and
education and learning was, respectively,
related to self-employed, unemployed,
employed, and employed individuals (Table
5).

Table 5: Frequency distribution of the participation score of patients with type II diabetes mellitus based on
occupational status in 2016
Mean ± SD Based on economic status
IPA-p subscales
ANOVA results
Self(maximum score: 5)
Unemployed Homemaker Employed
employed
Mobility
2/73±0/64
3/26±0/62
3/29±0/52
3/27±0/09
F=0/865, P=0/460
Self-care
3/50±0/17
3/53±0/49
3/66±0/36
3/60±04
F=0/986, P=0/400
Household tasks and
2/83±/14
3/27±0/61
3/27±0/52
3/28±0/55
F=0/035, P=0/991
family roles
Spending money
2/83±0/58
2/97±0/50
3/20±0/49
3/17±0/44
F=3/740, P=0/012
Leisure
2/83±0/76
2/83±0/66
2/81±0/44
2/88±0/51
F=0/189, P=0/904
Social relations
3/96±0/26
3/78±0/37
3/93±0/41
3/92±0/39
F=2/657, P=0/049
Paid and voluntary
1/50±0/00
1/55±0/71
3/38±0/51
3/04±0/42
F=37/821, P<0/001
work
Education and learning
1/50±0/00
1/26±0/29
1/77±0/71
1/39±0/28
F=12/961, P<0/001
Assistance and support
4/53±0/50
4/13±0/42
4/17±/38
4/19±0/36
F=1/260, P=0/289
of others
Playing a role in
3/18±0/54
3/30±0/59
3/11±0/61
3/26±0/58
F=1/329, P=0/267
religious affairs
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Discussion
Regarding the mean scores in the dimension of
mobility, the rate of participation of the
subjects in this dimension was 16.34 out of 23,
and 46.3% of patients obtained a score of
lower than average and 53.7% obtained a
score of higher than average. In the dimension
of self-care, the mean score was 21.64 ± 2.60
out of 28; 69.2% and 30.8% of subjects
obtained a score lower and higher than the
average score, respectively. No previous study
was found on these two dimensions; however,
in the study by Haririan, approximately
71.33% of patients with DM had
dissatisfactory QOL in the physical dimension
(18). It seems that the undesirability of this
dimension in terms of the degree of
participation is due to the complications of
DM and the various physical issues
experienced by individuals with DM. In the
dimension of household tasks and family roles,
the mean score obtained was 22.96 ± 3.87 out
of 33; the score of 49.8% and 50.2% of the
participants was, respectively, lower and
higher than the average score. In the study of
Ba Issa in Nigeria, 68.1% of patients had an
average QOL in the physical aspect (19). This
may be due to the similarity of the physical
status of their participants to that of the
participants in the present study.
The mean participation score in the dimension
of spending money was 6.18 ± 0.99 out of 8;
70% and 30% of the participants, respectively,
obtained a score lower and higher than the
average score. No comparable study was
found in this regard. The mean score of the
dimension of leisure was 5.67 ± 1.11 out of 8;
43.2% of participants obtained a score lower
than the average score and 56.8% of them
obtained a score higher than the average score.
The mean score of the dimension of social
relations was 30.90 ± 3.14 out of 38; 70.9% of
participants obtained a score lower than the
average and 29.1% obtained a score higher
than the average. The results of the study by
Baghery et al. showed that patients with DM
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and vascular complications had lower QOL
score in the social dimension compared to
patients without vascular complications (12).
It seems that their low score is due to their
unsuitable relationship with their spouse,
children, and other family members (12).
When individuals with DM realize they are not
the subject of the attention of others or that
individuals or organizations and centers they
depend upon do not support them, they desire
isolation and loneliness and greatly reduce
their social connections (18).
The mean score of the paid and voluntary
work dimension was 16.62 ± 6.19 out of 28;
8.40% and 91.6% of patients, respectively,
obtained a score lower and higher than the
average. In the study by Baghiani-Moghadam
et al., a significant relationship was observed
between occupation and QOL of patients with
DM (20). Timareh Mehnoosh also stated, in
his study, that occupation is of great
importance in the life of patients with DM, and
thus, be taken into consideration (21).
Moreover, the mean score of the education and
learning dimension was 2.97 ± 1.08 out of 8;
23.8% of the subjects obtained a score lower
than average and 76.2% obtained a score
higher than average. No similar and
comparable studies were found in this regard.
The patients’ desire to learn and obtain
information regarding their disease and also
the educational requirement in this regard due
to lack of knowledge on the disease and its
management, diet therapy, pharmacotherapy,
and etcetera may be the cause of this result.
The mean score of the assistance and support
of others was 5.56 ± 1.11 out of 8; 48.9% of
patients obtained a score lower than average
and 51.1% obtained a score higher than
average. The mean score of playing a role in
religious affairs was 20.80 ± 1.98 out of 25;
74% of patients obtained a score lower than
average and 26% obtained a score higher than
average. No similar studies were found on
these dimensions; nevertheless, the physical
and mental complications of DM and the
patients’ poor social relations may be effective
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in this regard. In the present study, the highest
participation score was related to the 30-49
year age group. Sadeghi et al. also found that
the QOL of patients with DM has an inverse
relationship with their age (22). This finding
was in agreement with that of the present
study. Senes et al. also found that with
increase in age, the QOL of patients with DM
decreased (23). This reduction in QOL may be
due to increased physical and emotional
limitations and limitations in self-care or
increased cardiovascular, neurovascular, and
neuropathy
symptoms,
and
other
complications of diabetes due to increased age.
This study also showed that the participation
rate of men in the dimensions of spending
money, social relations, and paid and
voluntary work was higher. Senez et al. also
reported that QOL of women with DM was
lower compared to men with DM (23). They
attributed this to physical and mental issues
caused by menopause and their economic
dependence (23). In the present study, the
participation of single individuals in the
dimensions of spending money and social
relations was higher compared to married
individuals. In the study by Saadatjou et al.,
the QOL of single individuals was higher than
married individuals (24). They reported
significant differences between the QOL
scores of single and married individuals in the
majority of QOL dimensions (24). This
finding is in agreement with that of the present
study. The greater participation of single
individuals may be due to their better
controlling of the disease and its complications
due
to
fewer
preoccupations
and
responsibilities, and thus, more time for
treatment and care follow-up. The results also
showed that participation in the dimensions of
spending money, paid and voluntary work, and
education and learning is higher in patients
with a good economic status. The findings of
the study by Haririan also showed that
economic factors can impact the QOL of
patients with DM and cause changes in
different dimensions of QOL (18). The study
by Ba Issa also showed that poor QOL of
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patients with DM was correlated with low
monthly income (19). The findings of both
studies are in accordance with that of the
present study. It can be concluded that
personal, social, and economic factors have an
important role in the degree of participation of
patients with DM in their life affairs and must
be considered in the assessment of these
patients. Furthermore, the care measures and
treatment interventions performed in these
patients must be dedicated to the improvement
of their participation and QOL. In addition, the
increasing of their participation in life affairs
and QOL must be assisted through the use of
support centers for patients with DM and
provision of educational and consultation
services with the aim to increase social support
and reduce the complications of DM. The
present study and previous studies in Iran and
other countries showed that the incidence of
DM is the beginning of the reduction in
participation and QOL. With the consideration
of the long-term course of the disease, taking
measures to improve participation and QOL
seems necessary. The first step in this
direction is the determination of patients’ most
important life aspects affected by DM. The
present study showed that planning to improve
the status of the dimensions of participation is
necessary in all dimensions and fields related
to patients’ participation in their life. Similar
studies in other populations and areas of the
country will provide a clear image of the
participation of patients with DM and their
results will assist in plans for the provision of
treatment services for this growing group in
the country.
The most important limitation of the present
study was the lack of participation of patients
with type II diabetes in the study.
Conclusion
The results of the present study suggested the
presence of a significant relationship between
the participation of patients with type II DM
and their age, gender, marital status, disease
severity, and social and economic status.
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Furthermore, the data obtained from the IPA-p
scale showed that the level of participation of
these patients in most dimensions was lower
than the mean scores of participation.
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